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TRANSCRIPT OF NOTES BY DAN BLANKENSHIP ON EXCAVATION AT SOUTH SHORE SHAFT 
(Transcribed by Les MacPhie on June 20/99 from copy of original notes – Revised February 2007) 

  

Item Transcribed Notes from Dan Blankenship Sketch 

1. Orig. find Oct 31st (LM Note: This was in1965).  Dome shaped shaft, approx. 8' diameter, 12' below 
surface, top 3' to 4' was vacant.  Distinct pick marks were on sidewalls and on top.  We lowered a 
pump and pumped out 7' to 8' of water.  A few twigs were on top of the water.  We dug for 4 days 
with a clamshell that was too big for the hole and consequently didn't make much time.  We dug to 54' 
then set off a case of dynamite and moved off. 

2. Digging in hidden shaft second time (LM Note:  This was in 1966).  Hard digging through 12' of puddle 
clay which was in distinct alternating layers red and blue.  Red was coarse and sandy, blue was very 
fine.  Blue was to seal and red was to soak up accumulating water, positive evidence of man-made.  
Heavier particles of red would be more indented in blue.  After passing thru puddled clay came upon 
reservoir of stagnant, stinking fresh water and muck.  Bailed this and (LM Note: Several words not 
legible) down 4 or 5 feet, getting full bucket each time, approx. 48 to 50 yds., proving bottom about 
15' by 15'.  After muck about 15 to 20 yds. of rocks about the size of a man's head.  These rocks were 
granite and definitely came from the surface.  I have examined so called "ballast rocks" and found 
them to be about the same size. 
My theory:  They spent so much time in making the tunnel and installing the treasure that the bottom 
of the shaft flaked excessively and consequently they placed the stones there to displace the earth and 
to have something stable to walk on.  A well was formed in one side to facilitate bailing out. 

3. Items found on So. Shore: 
a.  Ship's ringbolt in boulder 
b.  Triangle of rocks 
c.  Flat rock with obscured writing 
d.  A beach below  beach about 2' deep 
e.  A replica of the triangle of rocks in about 10' of water 200' from shore due So. 
f.  Women's hair about 3' down below low tide 
g.  Stones that were definitely exposed to the elements hundreds of years, 3' below the shore line 
h.  A wooden stake 2½' below the shore line that was cut with an up and down saw and the top was 

sawed off square 
i.  A piece of dish 3' below the existing grade (which I still have) 
j.  A large semi circle of stones in the water 

4. Items found in hidden shaft: 
a.  Pieces of twigs and branches 
b.  Piece of juniper or cedar (which I still have) 60' down 
c.  Old nail (hand made) which I still have 
d.  Stagnant water 
e.   Round stones 

5. Solution: 
Sink a safe shaft approx. 8' x 10', 90' down where original hidden shaft found 

- (LM Note:  The notes on the sketch of the shaft are transcribed below and commentary is given) 
0' to 12'  (LM Note:  Ground surface to top of void as per Item 1 above) 
12' to ±15.5’  (LM Note:  Void as per Item 1 above) 
±15.5’ to ±23’  (LM Note:  Water as per Item 1 above) 
±23’ to 54’  (LM Note:  No description given) 
at 54’  (LM Note:  End of 1965 work and set off case of dynamite as per Item 1 above) 
54’ to 65’  (LM Note:  Start of 1966 work and no description given) 
65' to 77'  Thin layers of clay red and blue 
77' to 85'  Soft muck very bad smell (tunnel) 
85' to 90'  Rocks at bottom 

 

 






